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1. INTRODUCTION

In the digital age, language technology is a growing subject 
that depends on our understanding of  human language and 
computer techniques to handle it [1]. Even though for some 
languages, such as English, the field of  text processing has been 
studied very well and many significant efforts can be seen, but 
for the Kurdish language, despite of  having a great number of  
speakers and computer users, the amount of  research in the 
subject of  Kurdish text processing is still rather little [2]–[4].

The Kurdish language is a part of  the Indo-Iranian family of  
Indo-European languages. It is a language spoken by Kurds 

and Kurdish people in Kurdistan (also known as “the region 
of  the Kurds”). The most closely related and more widely used 
language to Kurdish is Persian. There is not a particularly exact 
statistical survey for the number of  native Kurdish speakers in 
the globe, although it is believed to be more than 45 million 
[5]. It has diverse dialects. Kurmanji and Sorani are the most 
frequently spoken dialects in terms of  both speakers and degree 
of  standardization [3]. It has limited resources, and the relevant 
research, information, and tools are still in their infancy [6].

Morphological generation is the process of  generating different 
word forms based on their grammatical properties. In computational 
linguistics, morphological generation is an important part of natural 
language processing (NLP), as it enables machines to generate 
grammatically correct and natural-sounding text. There have been 
several approaches to morphological generation, including rule-
based [4], [7], stochastic, and hybrid methods.

In the Kurdish language, the sheer number of  changes 
that must be developed for Kurdish and Persian verbal 
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morphology is the main problem. Verbal stems have triliteral 
or quadrilateral origins (3 or 4 radicals). The conventional 
combination of  root morphemes and vowel melodies 
forms the derivational foundation for stem construction. 
Roots, patterns, and stem production are referred to as 
interdigitation [4], [8].

It is a difficult undertaking to build NLP technology for 
Arabic and Kurdish. These languages have significant 
morphology and both derivational and inflectional 
forms [4], [9]. Furthermore, the complexity of  Arabic 
and Kurdish morphology makes it challenging to analyze 
or create as a vital component of  the whole simulation 
process. On the one hand, there are now many analysts 
working in the area of  analyzing Kurdish morphemes, 
which has advanced considerably. These attempts can be 
seen in [1], [2], [6], [10]. These analyzers provide a variety 
of  outcomes using various techniques. Despite their well-
known limitations, they provide a trustworthy source for 
computational analysis, and in certain situations, even 
their shortcomings are seen to be beneficial. On the other 
hand, because of  its widespread use in essential everyday 
applications like spell checking, word generation has also 
drawn a lot of  interest [10]–[13].

In this work, we provide a computational technique that 
applies a special treatment to the creation of  Kurdish 
morphology that is described in the methodology parts by 
separating the issue of  infixation from other inflectional 
variations. Since short vowels and diacritical marks are 
pedagogically advantageous and can always be deleted before 
presentation, we design Kurdish verbs with them.

The remaining components of  this study are listed below. 
In Section 2, we review the literature on morphological 
analyzers and stemmers in Kurdish, Arabic, and Persian 
Language. in Section 3. To assess the effectiveness of  the 
model, categorization results are compared in Section with 
total accuracy in the fourth section, and the conclusions are 
in the fifth section.

2. RELATED WORK

There are other works that are connected to this effort, but 
the most of  them are stemmers and word generators for the 
Arabic language and Persian. We looked at their methodology 
and developed a new one for our Kurdish Sorani dialect. 
Most of  the related studies work on analyzing morphological 
tokens and attempt to eliminate the suffixes and prefixes, 

while our work is the inverse of  their work. We provide the 
root or the stem and try to append prefixes and suffixes to 
generate all variations of  a single verb.

Ahmadi [4] provides a thorough description of  Kurdish-
Sorani morphological and morphological constructions in a 
formal way to tackle complex morphology of  Sorani. Ahmadi 
has presented morphological word generation rules with most 
of  the possibilities and provides a couple examples for each 
tense. Furthermore, Ahmadi claims that morphemes often 
have different phonological forms depending on the structure 
of  the word and the surrounding morphemes. Sorani Kurdish 
clitics and affixes often exhibit allomorphy, that is having 
more than one single shape for the same morpheme. Ahmadi 
has done an extensive study on Kurdish Sorani Morphology, 
but since the study is just in theory and descriptive. Thus, 
they do not provide a program or system for practical and 
evaluation or for production. Thus, we exploit this issue and 
we reuse some of  their written rules that is related to Kurdish 
verbs along with some improvements to create an automatic 
system to generate words from a list of  Kurdish verbs

Naserzade et al. [14] offer a thorough morphological analyzer 
for Central Kurdish (CK) in this study. They initially put 
together and methodically classified a complete collection 
of  the language’s morphological and morphophonological 
rules, building on the few available literature. A generative 
lexicon with almost 10,000 verbs, nouns, adjectives, named 
entity, and other forms of  word stem stems was also compiled 
and carefully categorized. They implemented the CKMorph 
Analyzer based on finite-state transducers using these rule 
sets and resources. They gathered test sets for assessing the 
analyzer’s correctness and coverage, personally labeled them, 
and made them available for public use as a baseline for future 
study. About 95.9% of  the 1000 CK words in the first test set, 
which CKMorph assessed morphologically and contextually, 
were properly analyzed. Furthermore, of  the 4.22M CK 
tokens in the second test set, 95.5% were subject to at least 
one analysis from CKMorph. Their work is almost the inverse 
of  our work. While we work on generating morphological 
words, specifically verbs, they analyze those morphological 
words and label each part or section of  each word.

Another study which is Saeed et al. [15], they study 
morphological tokens in Kurdish and remove suffixes and 
prefixes to get the original word or verb that created the word 
on. Thus, the work uses pre-created tokens which have many 
prefixes and suffixes. The goal of  this study is to develop a 
method for classifying Kurdish using Reber Stemmer. As a 
result, a novel method is being researched to get the stem 
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of  Kurdish words by eliminating their longest suffixes and 
prefixes. This method has a strong capacity and satisfies the 
criteria when it comes to the process of  getting the stem of  
Kurdish words by removing as many of  the necessary affixes 
as feasible. This stemmer’s benefit is that it disregards the 
list of  affixes in the right stem ordering for multiple words 
with the same format. The eight-class KDC-4007 dataset is 
used to apply the stemming approach. The categorization is 
performed using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 
Decision Tree (DT or C 4.5). The Longest-Match stemmer 
approach has been effectively compared with this stemmer. 
The F-measure of  the Reber stemmer and Longest-Match 
methods in SVM is greater than DT, the data show. Reber 
stemmer in SVM achieved higher F-measure for the classes 
(religion, sport, health, and education), whereas the remainder 
of  the classes are lower in Longest-Match. Reber stemmer 
had a greater F-measure in DT for the courses (religion, 
sport, and art), but in the longest match, the rest of  the 
classes had a lower F-measure. The intuition of  our study 
came from this and similar papers. We looked into their 
dataset and found that most of  the datasets that are used 
for steaming do not cover all the possible morphological 
words that could be created from a single stem. We believe 
that to trust a stemmer in real life, it should understand all 
the possible morphological words. We found that most of  
the missing cases were those morphological that appear least 
or not appear at all in the dataset.

Furthermore, Yoosofan et al. [16] state that the basic problem 
with generating non-concatenative languages such as Arabic 
verbal morphology is the large number of  variants that must 
be generated. They compare Arabic and Persian Stemmers 
and the features in each language. One of  the challenges 
for stemmers are the enormous variations of  a single word.

Each word must be recognized and correctly stemmed by 
a stemmer. Regarding Arabic, the evolution and variations 
of  these words provide the fundamental challenge to their 
derivation. When compared to Persian terms, Arabic words 
exhibit distinct derivational behavior morphologically. In 
addition, several of  these Persian terms have distinctive qualities 
that allow us to separate them from Arabic counterparts. They 
have limited their derivation to a few common triliteral roots to 
get the right results. For Example, Information retrieval, text 
classification, text summarization, automated phrasal category 
recognition, translation studies, NLP, etc.

A very similar work which has done the same work as ours 
but for Arabic is Aqel et al. [11]. They have developed a 
method that will deliver almost all the words that can be 

produced out of  any submitted word. Their study will address 
the issue of  whether or not derived and inflected words 
can both be formed using the same process. Furthermore, 
since morphology analyzes the word structure taking into 
consideration its fundamental meaningful components, 
several suggestions for building the method described here 
are considered. It has consistently been one of  the most 
crucial elements in almost every application of  NLP. That 
idea was applied to Arabic, which resulted in heavily inflected 
and derived terms. In their work, a method is devised that 
yields nearly all of  the words that may be generated from 
any given word.

TMT Sembok and Ata [17] show the importance of  a good 
stemmer in information retrieval tools. They showed that 
a stemmer increases the effectiveness of  retrieval systems. 
The results have demonstrated that retrieval effectiveness 
has increased when stemming is implemented because 
document retrieval in information retrieval systems (IRS) 
often comprises acquiring relevant documents related 
to information needs. The system’s ability to understand 
document content will boost the efficacy of  the retrieval 
results. However, it takes a lot of  work to understand the 
subject. Both stemmed and unstamped keywords are available. 
When they stem and conflate keywords during the retrieval 
process, they improve the usage of  semantic technology in 
IRS. In morphological analysis, which occurs before syntactic 
and semantic analysis in NLP, word stemming is a step.

In addition, Habash and Rambow [18] provide MAGEAD, 
a morphological analyzer and generator for Arabic language. 
Their research is groundbreaking since it specifically 
addresses the necessity for processing the languages’ 
morphology. MAGEAD combines morphemes from several 
dialects and conducts an online analysis to or generation 
from a root+pattern+features representation. It also contains 
independent phonological and orthographic representations. 
They give MAGEAD a thorough analysis. MAGEAD has 
a very similar work to our study. They introduce a number 
of  rules and a list of  prefixes and suffixes that will possibly 
attach to a stem to generate morphological tokens.

3. METHODS

We started by collecting the verbs that we have in Kurdish 
language from academic and non-academic documents. 
Generating verbs for all of  the tenses and persons including 
negative and positive tenses are all relays on the verbs’ (base, 
and root). Verbs are chosen for this paper because the 
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Kurdish language has verbal incorporation features. 
Incorporation is a morphological process in which a verb is 
combined with another word, usually a noun or an adjective, 
to form a complex word that expresses a complete idea or 
sentence. In Kurdish language, as well as in other languages 
that use incorporation, the resulting word can act as a 
standalone sentence without the need for additional words 
or elements. For example, the word (“ناتاندەمێ”/nætændəmɛ/) 
means “I will not give it to you” in English and a whole 
sentence was required to express the same meaning. It 
contains the “I” and “you” pronouns, which can be replaced 
by other personal pronouns to change their meaning. In 
addition, the negative word is also included which can be 
removed to get a positive form of  the word. Furthermore, 
prefixes, suffixes, or pronouns cannot be simply replaced or 
removed to change their meaning. In most cases, the entire 
sequence of  prefixes, suffixes, and stemming is changed.

We have three types of  verbs in Kurdish. Simple verbs have 
a single word and specific meaning (e.g., بردن/brdn/means 
“taking”). Compound verbs are created by combining an 
adjective or a noun with a simple verb (e.g., ئارامگرتن/
ərˈɑːmgrtn/means being patient). Finally, Complex verbs, 
which created by add a prefix, or suffix to a simple verb [7], 
(e.g., تێکدان/tɛkdən/means spoiling created by a prefix (no-
meaning) + simple verb, بردنەوە/brdnəwə/created by a simple 
verb + a suffix (ەوە) means to win).

For each of  these verbs, we manually found their bases (i.e., 
past stem) and roots (i.e., present roots), because each verb 
has a different structure it cannot be done by a program. All 
Kurdish verbs(Chawg) end with “ن/n/” letter hence, bases 
are created by dropping the “ن/n/” letter at the end. We 
replace it by an underscore. Regarding their roots, most of 
the verbs have different roots for past and present depending 
on the verb. Thus, we have multiple roots for each verb. 
Sometimes the verb has a root which is very far from the verb 
in terms of  writings. We place an underscore in the places 
which have the possibility of  adding prefix or suffix or affix.

Examples of  bases are shown in Table 1.

Examples of  roots are shown in Table 2.

These underscores will be replaced by pronouns and/or 
negation words or a special letter based on the tense and 
person you want to generate.

In Kurdish, the verbs(infinitive) are ends with letter “ن” as 
we mentioned before and before the “ن” letter one of  these 

five letters are coming (“ /”و”,/t/”ت”,/i/”ی”,/d/”د
w/,”ا”/ə/). Most of  the times, these letters have effect on 
which modal prefix/postfixes will be used. For example, if 
it has “و” letter before the “ن” we cannot use “ووە/uːə/” 
because will make the generated word have three consecutive 
.letter which is not correct in Kurdish ”و“

3.1. Verb Types
The verbs are divided into two types (intransitive and 
transitive). Intransitive verb is a verb that cannot take an 
object (e.g., هاتن means coming). Transitive verbs take an 
object (eg. شتن means washing). Each type has different rules 
for word generation and takes a different set of  bound 
pronouns (BP) which is shown in Table 3. Each word is 
manually marked which set of  BP accepts.

3.2. Tenses
Future sense is gained from context or by time expressions. 
While the present tense is formed by adding one of  the modal 
prefix such as “دە” or “ئە” before the root of  the verb and a 
subjective bounding pronoun at the end (modal prefix + root 
+ Subjective bound pronoun) example, (بردن, root: _بە_ 
present simple: دەبەم. While “دە” is the modal prefix and “م” 
is bound pronoun for me).

There are many past tenses in Kurdish language. All of  
them can be formed by adding subjective BP and/or modal 
prefixes.

3.3. Subjective BP
Pronouns for Past tenses Past tenses are using the following 
subject pronouns set for transitive and intransitive verbs, 
see Table 3.

Pronouns for Present tenses

Present tenses are using the following subjective bound set 
for both transitive and intransitive verbs, see Table 4.

TABLE 2: Root Example
Verb Root1 Root2
بردن _بە_ _بر_
ئارامگرتن _ئارام_گر _ئارام_گیر
تێکدان _تێک_دە _تێک_در

TABLE 1: bases example
Verb Base (Past stem)
_برد بردن
_ئارامگرت ئارامگرتن
_تێکدا تێکدان
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Negative tenses are created by adding one of  these two modal 
prefixed (“نا“,“نە”) with wither past stem or roots [7]. The 
position of  the prefix is varying based on the tense you want 
to generate. It will be mentioned in the Rules section.

3.4. Rules
Rules of  generating verbs in Kurdish vary based on verb type, 
tense, and negativity, thus we have to check every verb we 
face and specify the properties and most importantly which 
tense we are generating.

For most of  the tenses, we have a special modal prefix and/
or suffix or postfix to represent that tense. For each verb type 
the position of  the modal prefixed is different for example, 
In the simple verbs, the prefixes are going to the beginning 
of  the past stem but in complex verbs the prefix goes after 
the first preposition. In compound verbs, the prefix goes 
after a pre-word which is usually a noun or an adjective 
attached to a verb to create the compound verb. Sometimes 
the verb has more than one pre-word or preposition, thus 
some of  the prefixes will be placed after the first pre-word 
and some of  them (such as negative words) placed after the 
last preposition.

We have written approximately 94 rules to create the words. 
Simple verbs have 12 rules, complex verbs have 36 rules. 
compound verbs have 34 rules. Finally, we have 12 rules for 
present tenses for all types of  the verbs. We will not be able 
to write and explain each of  the rules. We have shown some 
of  the rules for each verb type below.

3.5. Simple Verbs
Simple past: [Past stem][Subjective BP] (eg. بردم/brdm/means I 
took)

Negative simple past: [Negative word][Subjective BP][past stem]] 
(eg. نەمبرد/nəmbrd/means I did not take)

Past continues: [Modal Prefix][Subjective BP][Past stem] (eg. 
(dəmænbrd/means we were taking/دەمانبرد

3.6. Complex Verbs
Simple past (transitive): [1st prefix][Subjective BP][other prefixes]
[past stem] (eg. ڕامهێنا/ræmhɛnæ/means I brought it up)

Simple past (intransitive): [all prefixes][past stem] [Subjective BP] 
(eg. ڕاهاتم/ræhætm/means I’m used to it)

Negative simple past (transitive): [1st prefix][Subjective BP][other 
prefix][negative word][past stem](eg. ڕامنەهێنا/ræmnəhɛnæ/I did 
not bring it up).

3.7. Compound Verbs
Past continues (transitive): [1st word of  past stem][Subjective BP]
[negative word if  negative][ modal prefix “دە”/nə/ or “ئە”/ə/][rest 
of  the past stem] (eg. بەکارماندەهێنا/bəkærmnəhɛnæ/means We 
were using it)

past perfect (transitive): [1st word of  past stem][Subjective BP]
[negative word if  negative] [rest of  the root][modal postfix “وە”/wə/
or “ووە”/uːə/] (eg. بەکارمهێناوە/bəkærmhɛnæwə/means I have 
used it)

Care must be taken when a modal prefix is added to a verb, as 
they may generate invalid character sequences. For example, 
it is possible to make three consecutive identical characters 
appear when a specific modal prefix is added to a specific 
verb. In this case, one of  these characters must be removed 
as three consecutive identical characters in Kurdish Sorani 
are not allowed.

Since we have identical subjective BP in the tables for past 
and present tenses, sometimes we get the same word for 
two different people. Just like in English “you” is used for 
second person singular and plural. To differentiate 
between them we need to put it into a sentence. We have 
a similar pronoun which is the letter “ن” which is used in 
the second person plural and third person plural. Thus, 
the number of  generated words is not equal for all of  the 
verbs.

There is another issue while generating words, which is having 
two consecutive vowel letters. In this case, based on Kurdish 
grammar rules and depending on which vowel letter is, we 
had to add an extra character in between the two consecutive 
characters.

Furthermore, the transitive verbs also accept pronouns as 
objects. Thus, possibly most of  the time the verbs have the 

TABLE 4: Singular and plural example
Person 
Type

Singular Plural

1st Person م ین
2nd person ی/یت ن
3rd person ێ/ێت ن

TABLE 3: Past bound pronouns
Person 
Type

Transitive Intransitive
Singular Plural Singular Plural

1st Person م مان م ین
2nd person ت تان یت ن
3rd person ی نای None ن
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pronoun attached to them. It means that it will make the 
process more difficult to figure out where to put the pronoun 
that acts as object. This will also make the rules more 
complicated. For example, if  you want to say “They did not 
take me” in English, it will be “نەیانبردم/nəiænbrdm/” in 
Kurdish. The “نە” in the beginning is the negation word. The 
 that comes after means “they”. Then, the past stem ”یان“
comes. Finally, the “م” at the end of  the word means “me”. 
The position of  each of  these words will vary a lot depending 
on the verb type, tense, and negation especially in compound 
and complex words. For example, if  we remove the negation 
word “they took me” it will be “بردیانم/brdiænm/” in Kurdish. 
Note that the “یان/iæn/” pronoun went after the past stem 
before the subject pronoun of  m/”. More examples are/م“ 
shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5: Present bound pronouns
Word Negation word Negation word removed
نەتدەکۆڵی نە دەتکۆڵی
نەتاندەتاشین نە دەتانتاشین
نایاندەینەوە نا دەیاندەینەوە

TABLE 6: Verbs example based on their types
Verb type Transitive Intransitive Total
Simple 181 175 356
Compound 1362 247 1609
Complex 357 141 498
Total 1900 563 2463

TABLE 7: Generated word examples
Verb Some examples of generated words
/dru: stkrdn/
دروستکردن

دروستمکردن,دروستتاننەکردم,دروستتکردوونە
دروستتاندەکرد, … دروستناکرێت,

/trsæn/ترسان  ،دەترسام،نەدەترسایت،نەدەترسان
نەترسابیت،ترسابێتیت، … نەترسێت

Fig. 1. The diagram of the process for the word generation.

4. RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTION

An enormous number of  Kurdish verbs (infinitive) are 
collected and marked with their properties, such as verb 
types (simple, complex, and compound). The verbs past 
stem, past root, and present roots are specified. The position 
of  pronouns and negative words is marked by replacing an 
underscore. This underscore will help our next steps to find 
where exactly each modal prefix or pronoun will be placed. 
Each verb is verified by a Kurdish language specialist to 
make sure they are available and correct. Total number of  
verbs is 2463. The number of  verbs based on their type is 
shown in Table 6.

Some examples of  the verbs are shown in Table 7.

Then, a list of  rules is defined. These rules cover all the 
possible tenses and subject persons with both positive and 
negative tenses. Using these rules, a list of  words for each 
verb is generated in Fig. 1. We have generated approximately 
317 words per verb. These words represent the verb for a 
specific subject person and possible specific object person in 
different tenses. These words are all the possible appearances 
of  the verb in any text. We have gathered around 781,862 
words in total including verb gerunds and negatives.

These words will be a very helpful corpus for the next 
research project that works on NLP on Kurdish language. 
Furthermore, it will help with Kurdish spell error detection 
and checking systems. Researchers can have a ready to go 
dataset that includes all the Kurdish verbs in all different 
tenses and persons including negative tenses. Especially all 
the researches and papers on stemming can have a great 
dataset that can verify and train their model on. It can also 
be a great state-of-art dataset to compare their results on.
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List of  the verbs that are generated in our work and the rules 
that we have used are available from this link in Excel format 
along with, all the words in this GitHub repository [19].

5. CONCLUSION

Our approach was motivated by helpful factors. We explored 
efficient methods to use a morphological generating tool, 
which is a common setting for us to construct automated 
translation systems and a stemmer. The number of  rules 
for morphological transformation that must be followed. 
In this study, a technique that can create almost all the 
words from any input word was devised. After the word has 
been thoroughly examined, it will first be submitted, and its 
characteristics will be listed. Accordingly, depending on the 
appropriate affixes to the word supplied from the user, new 
inflected words are created utilizing the approach established 
and illustrated through this study. This study also addresses 
the issue, “Can inflected and derived words be created equally 
using the same methodology?” It was shown that, to do that, 
a different model based on the Root, Base and Patterns is 
needed as opposed to the one constructed based on the Stem 
and Affixes. We managed to build a large number of  rules 
with specific suffixes and prefixes that can cover every tense, 
subject, and object pronouns with positive and negative states. 
We achieved 781,862 fully verified words that can be used 
for stemmers and translated. The word is publicly available 
for other researchers in an Excel file that mentioned in the 
end of  the result section. For future research directions, we 
acknowledge that our algorithm exhibits certain complexities 
and could benefit from enhanced code reusability. We invite 
interested researchers to explore methods for reducing the 
number of  rules and optimizing the reuse of  existing ones 
to improve the algorithm’s speed and efficiency. In addition, 
although we have made a comprehensive effort to include a 
vast array of  Kurdish verbs in our work, there remains scope 
for further verification and expansion. Future researchers may 
contribute by identifying and integrating additional Kurdish 
verbs that may have been overlooked in our current dataset.
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